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Certified Member
Your Guarantee of Quality

Award Winning Manufacturer

Control light and privacy with one touch of the remote. Roller blinds can
be used with remote control and automatic systems. We use Somfy

Automation which also comes with their 5 year guarantee.

We use only aluminium tube, which will not rust.

Features
There is a stunning versatility to our fabric collection which will add glamour to any interior. We have a vast
range of colours and textiles to choose from, including translucent, blockout, sunscreen and jacquard weaves. 
Your fabric choice can also help protect your environment by taking into account, privacy, light, heat and glare.

State of the art fabric cutting technology used is essential to aid the elimination of fabric fray and to remove
the need for side hems, creating a cleaner superior finish. 

Made to measure pelmets include: Deluxe, Plantation, Linea, Cassette or Classic style pelmets. BottomMade to measure pelmets include: Deluxe, Plantation, Linea, Cassette or Classic style pelmets. Bottom
rails include: round, oval and flat bottom rails, with fancy trims also available.

The channel blind system is designed to prevent daylight from passing in around the edges and are popular
in media rooms or where total blackout is required. The linked system allows multiple blinds to be linked
together reducing the gaps between blinds to dramatically improve both privacy and light - perfect for bi-fold
and sliding doors and large glazed areas. The dual system allows for the neat fit of two blinds (eg: translucent
and blockout) to operate on one window.

All of our

roller blinds 

are beautifully 

handcrafted, 

resulting in a far 

superior product 

which we believe which we believe 

to be the finest 

on the market.  

Great for heat and light protection, smooth operating roller blinds are available in a selection of blockout, 
translucent and sunscreen fabrics which can complement panel glides and roman blinds to give a unified look.
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